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We use Brakke’s Surface Evolver to deform a triply periodic

minimal surface, the gyroid, into a continuous family of con-

stant mean curvature surfaces with the same symmetry. We

discuss stability and bifurcation problems for these surfaces.Minimal surfaces can be rigid if their symme-tries are imposed. Without symmetries, however,it is not at all obvious which minimal surfaces areisolated and which are deformable. In the triplyperiodic case Meeks [1990] proved such a result:the Schwarz P and D surfaces are contained in thesame 5-parameter family. In the present paper, weconsider a di�erent deformation of a minimal sur-face: we embed it into a continuous family of con-stant mean curvature (cmc) surfaces. This one-parameter family is maximal and unique when the(orientation-preserving) symmetries of the minimalsurface are imposed.In numerical work Anderson, Davis, Nitsche, andScriven [Anderson et al. 1990] embedded �ve triplyperiodic minimal surfaces into one-parameter fami-lies of cmc surfaces with the same symmetry: theseare the Schwarz P and D, Schoen I �WP , F �RD, and Neovius C(P ) surfaces, where we useSchoen's notation. Mathematically Lawson's con-jugate surface method [Lawson 1970] with its ex-tensions [Karcher 1989; Gro�e-Brauckmann 1993]provides a tool to prove the existence of these andmany other families. Both approaches require theminimal surfaces to have su�ciently many reec-tional symmetries. There is one prominent embed-ded triply periodic minimal surface which does nothave any reections: the gyroid. It is associated tothe Schwarz P or D surface, and was discovered bythe crystallographer A. Schoen [1970]. A mathe-matical proof of Schoen's claims was only recentlyc A K Peters, Ltd.1058-6458/97 $0.50 per page



34 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1given [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Wohlgemuth 1996].In a sense made precise by its skeletal graph (seeSection 1A) the gyroid consists of triple junctions,whereas the Schwarz P surface has sixfold and theD surface fourfold junctions. Since twofold junc-tions cannot generate triply periodic cmc surfaces,the gyroid is special in that it is the only knowntriply periodic surface with triple junctions. Thisexplains why we found the cmc gyroid family ex-treme in a quantitative comparison with the P andD family [Gro�e-Brauckmann 1997].The gyroid has been mentioned in the contextof various microstructure phenomena [Dubois Vio-lette and Pansu 1990]; a general reference for suchinterfaces is [Nitsche 1989, p. 240]. Recent interestin the gyroid has been stimulated by the fact thatinterfaces with gyroid symmetries were found in di-block copolymers [Hajduk et al. 1994; F�orster et al.1994]; see also [Thomas et al. 1988] for a survey.Presumably two disconnected interfaces form thepolymer interface; in fact the observed symmetrygroup distinguishes single and double interface.A model considered for the polymer problem arecmc surfaces. An experimentally observed poly-mer double interface with gyroid symmetries anda volume fraction of 37.5% raises the mathemati-cal existence question for a cmc gyroid of volumefraction 18.75%. This problem was posed by thepolymer scientist E. Thomas to M. Wohlgemuthand the author, and was not covered by any pre-vious existence results on cmc surfaces. A �rstpiece of a�rmative evidence is given in [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Wohlgemuth 1996]: the minimalgyroid can be deformed to surfaces with small con-stant mean curvature, and gyroids of large constantmean curvature exist as well. We conjectured inthat paper that the large gap in between thesesurfaces is in fact bridged by a continuous one-parameter family, containing a surface with theobserved volume fraction. The present paper con-�rms this conjecture numerically, using Brakke'sSurface Evolver [Brakke 1992; 1994]. We �nd gy-roids with a volume fraction as low as 5.6%, asdescribed in Section 4.

Surfaces of constant mean curvature are criticalpoints for area under a volume constraint. A com-plete nonspherical surface is never a minimum tothis problem, but if a surface is su�ciently sym-metric then its fundamental domain may be smallenough to be a stable minimum. At the time ourexperiments were carried out the Evolver could notinvoke rotational symmetries (or work in an orb-ifold setting); now this feature is available. TheEvolver has long been able to work modulo trans-lations, that is, in a 3-torus. Fortunately, by aresult of Ross [1992], the gyroid divided by itstranslation is still stable, and hence, by a resultfrom [Grosse-Brauckmann 1996], it is a minimumof area under volume preserving deformations. Thesame applies to cmc gyroids close by and this waywe obtain the family down to 25% volume fraction(Section 2). There a bifurcation occurs leading toless symmetric surfaces, which still have the sametranslations. We observed a similar bifurcation ofthe cmc P family. It would be interesting to con-duct further experiments to understand the bifur-cation systematically.To obtain the remaining part of the family wefollowed Kusner's suggestion to use a discrete ver-sion of the energyE = Z (H(x) �H0)2 dx � 0;de�ned on arbitrary surfaces with mean curvatureH(x). A surface of constant mean curvature H0has vanishing energy and is hence a minimum ofE, no matter if it is stable or unstable for area.On the other hand a minimum of E is a surfacewith constant mean curvature H0 provided its en-ergy level is 0. Critical points with nonzero energylevels do also occur and are a complication for ourmethod. They are known e.g. for compact surfacesunder the energy with H0 = 0; Hsu, Kusner, andSullivan [Hsu et al. 1992] studied such Willmoresurfaces with the Evolver.We believe that many other cmc surfaces can berepresented using the Evolver, and a more generalgoal of this paper is to describe how this can be
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FIGURE 1. A cmc gyroid with volume fraction of 18.75%. At this volume the gyroid is rather tubular and thetriple junctions are apparent.done. A di�erent program specialized to this pur-pose gives a discrete version of Lawson's conjugatesurface construction; it was written by Oberknappand is included in the package grape [Oberknappand Polthier 1997]. We used it to study compactand other cmc surfaces in work joint with Polth-ier [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Polthier 1996; 1997a;1997b]. For surfaces with su�ciently many reec-tional symmetries grape seems to be the more e�-cient choice, but for surfaces such as the gyroid, orfor energies di�erent from surface area, the Evolvercan still be used.
1. THE MINIMAL GYROID AND ITS KNOWN CMC

COMPANIONSWe want to de�ne the symmetry groups and thensummarize the results on minimal and cmc gy-roids. For details and proofs we refer to [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Wohlgemuth 1996].
1A. Symmetry Groups and Skeletal GraphThe translational symmetries of minimal and cmcgyroids are given by the body centred cubic (bcc)lattice �d. A symmetric set of generators for this



36 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1lattice consists of the four space diagonals of acube, (d; d; d), (d;�d; d), (�d; d; d), (�d;�d; d), for�xed d > 0. A translational fundamental domain isthe three-dimensional torus Td = R3=�d. In our �g-ures we represent the torus by a rectangular box Bdof edge lengths 2d; 2d; d, and with identi�cations(2d; 0; 0), (0; 2d; 0), (d; d; d).To describe the symmetry groups we �rst de�nea set of four points in the torus, which we representby points in the box Bd:V+ = f( 34 ; 34 ; 14)d; ( 54 ; 14 ; 14)d; ( 34 ; 54 ; 34)d; ( 54 ; 74 ; 34 )dg� Td;we also needV� = f( 14 ; 14 ; 34)d; ( 74 ; 34 ; 34)d; ( 14 ; 74 ; 14)d; ( 74 ; 54 ; 14)dg� Td:The box Bd decomposes into four little cubes ofedge length d, and for each cube there is a spacediagonal which contains one point of V+ and oneof V�, dividing it as 1 to 3. The umbilics of theminimal and cmc gyroids will be contained in thesespace diagonals.
Definition 1.1. The cmc gyroid symmetries are thegroup of isometries of the torus Td leaving V+ (orV�) invariant, and the minimal gyroid symmetriesare the group leaving V+ [ V� �xed.These groups do not contain reections, but theycontain rotations of order 2 and 3, and skew rota-tions of order 4. The skew rotations result in spiralshapes (Figure 2, right) and, presumably, led to thename gyroid. In crystallographic notation the cmcgyroid symmetries form the group I4132 while Ia�3ddenotes the minimal gyroid symmetries. Each min-imal gyroid symmetry which is not a cmc gyroidsymmetry can be seen to be orientation-reversing.Such a map has the same e�ect up to cmc gyroidsymmetries; that is it induces a unique involution� on cmc gyroid symmetric sets. In particular �exchanges the sets V+ and V�.A skeletal graph can be de�ned for many sym-metric minimal or cmc surfaces and encodes their

symmetries and topology [Kusner 1991]. There aretwo such graphs, one to each side of an embeddedsurface M . They consist of vertices connected bystraight lines (edges). Each of the two connectedbodies in R3�M can be retracted to the respectiveskeletal graph while keeping the symmetry groupof M . The skeletal graph S+ of the gyroid is theset of four vertices V+ plus the six shortest straightlines connecting all pairs of points in V+. Likewisethe dual skeletal graph S� = �(S+) connects thepoints in V�. The lines point in face diagonal di-rections and have length dp2=4; three lines meetwith 120� angles in each point of V�, see Figure 2,left. De�nition 1.1 does not change if we replaceV� by S�.A nice way to generate the cmc gyroid symme-tries is to take the set of rotations by 180� aboutthe edges of the skeletal graph S+, which can beseen to agree with the set of the 180� rotationsabout the dual skeletal graph S�. Such a rota-tion acts as a transposition on the four points inV+ (and V�). Indeed, it �xes the two endpoints ofthe edge, and transposes the remaining two points.Thus any permutation of V+ is generated by a set ofthree such rotations. Since an isometry of the toruswhich �xes V+ is the identity we see that three suchrotations generate the group of cmc symmetries.
1B. The Minimal GyroidThe minimal gyroid G is associated to the D andP surface, and has hence the same rotational sym-metries about the normals of associated points.These axes of rotation are parallel (normals of as-sociated surfaces agree) but their spacing is di�er-ent. Therefore they generate di�erent symmetrygroups. In particular, for P and D the rotationsgenerate reections, but for the gyroid they do not.
Theorem 1.2. The minimal gyroid is an embeddedtriply periodic minimal surface with lattice �d hav-ing the minimal gyroid symmetries. It has genus 3in the torus Td = R3=�d. The gyroid divides spaceinto two connected components that are related bya reection and translation represented by �. The
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FIGURE 2. Left: The two skeletal graphs S� for the gyroid. Each graph has the four nodes V� in the body-centredcubic Td outlined by the four little cubes. Each of the six edges of either graph crosses a face of a little cube.Right: A translational fundamental domain of the minimal gyroid. While for the standard P -cell there are fourhorizontal handles at the same height, for the gyroid the horizontal handles gyrate upwards. Indeed, a screwmotion of a 90� rotation about the vertical axis of the rectangular box followed by a vertical shift of a fourthof its height is a symmetry of the surface. Unlike the P -cell no face of the box is a plane of reection. Anoctagonal helix of one skeletal graph of the gyroid is exhibited outside the surface. Every other edge of the helixis horizontal and contained in a face of the box; together with vertical translations, the 180� rotations aboutthese edges generate the complete surface. The quadrilateral helix to the interior side of the surface belongs tothe dual skeletal graph. The vertical faces of the box in this �gure make 45� angles with those of the �gure onthe left, while the horizontal faces are parallel.gyroid G is associated to the Schwarz P and D sur-face; that is, it can be representedG = cos'D + sin'P; (1.1)with ' � 38:015�; here we add points of P andD that are conjugate to each other , and positionedaccordingly in space.Formula (1.1) can be viewed as the Weierstrass rep-resentation formula; it gives the real part of Weier-strass data rotated with ei'.
Remark 1.3. In this presentation we considered theminimal gyroid as a set. If instead we view it as anoriented surface (with normal) then its symmetrygroup is given by the cmc gyroid symmetries. Thisis a common choice, for instance when the surfacesare represented with the Weierstrass formulas. ForP and D, but not the gyroid, the choice of sym-metry group a�ects the lattice: the involution � forthese surfaces can be represented by a translation.The genus-3 minimal surfaces with such an orienta-tion-reversing translation formMeeks' 5-parameterfamily mentioned in the introduction.
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1C. Constant Mean Curvature GyroidsIn [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Wohlgemuth 1996] weprove there are gyroids with small mean curva-ture close to the minimal surface. We also discusscmc gyroids of large mean curvature, that look likespheres connected with small necks; the existenceof these spheroidal gyroids follows from the workof Kapouleas [1990].
Theorem 1.4. There exist "; � > 0 such that thereis a family of embedded triply periodic surfaces GHwith lattice �d and cmc gyroid symmetries. For0 � �H < " the family is continuous in H, andcontains the minimal gyroid G0. There exist fur-ther gyroids with mean curvature2p2=d < �H < � + 2p2=d:When H ! �2p2=d these spheroidal gyroids con-verge in Hausdor� distance to a union of four cmcsymmetric spheres of radius dp2=4 in the torus,which we call gyroid close-packed spheres. Thesespheres have midpoints at V� and touch each otherin the midpoints of the edges of S�.In the present paper we �nd a one-parameter fam-ily which contains the gyroids of the theorem: thesmall mean curvature gyroids are in the middle,and the spheroidal gyroids of Kapouleas at theends. In particular our family also degenerates ingyroid close-packed spheres; at that point, the fam-ily cannot be extended any further since handlespinch o� and the Gau� curvature blows up. Thegyroids of mean curvature H and �H in this fam-ily as well as those of Theorem 1.4 are related asfollows:
Proposition 1.5. The involution � changes the sign ofthe mean curvature, �(GH) = G�H , but leaves thearea invariant . The minimal gyroid G0 is a �xedpoint of �.We will often refer to the volume of a continuousfamily GH with gyroid symmetries. By this wemean the volume of one component of Td � GH

which is selected in a continuous way. Since � in-terchanges the two components we havevol(G�H) = vol(Td)� vol(GH): (1.2)We call the quotient vol(GH)= vol(Td) the volumefraction of GH . From (1.2) it follows that the vol-ume fraction of the minimal gyroid is a half.
2. EVOLUTION BY AREA UNDER A VOLUME

CONSTRAINTA variational characterization of a (compact andboundaryless) cmc surface M(0) in a 3-manifoldis that ddth area(M(t))it=0 = 0for any smooth family of surfaces M(t) which en-closes the same volume asM(0). For the evolutionwe need minima rather than critical points, andfor this reason we consider the second variation. Acmc surface M is called volume preserving stable,or v.p. stable, if for all smooth functions u withRM u = 0 on MZM �u�u� jAj2u2 � 0: (2.1)It is called strictly volume preserving stable if theleft hand side is larger than � RM u2 for a � > 0.Here jAj is the norm of the second fundamentalform, and � the Laplace{Beltrami operator onM .We recall a result of Ross [1992].
Theorem 2.1. A translational fundamental domainof the minimal gyroid , G=�d, is volume preservingstable.This result can be sharpened to strict stability ifthe gyroid is �xed with respect to translations; seethe proof of Lemma 17 in [Gro�e-Brauckmann andWohlgemuth 1996]. In [Grosse-Brauckmann 1996]we prove that strict v.p. stability of M(0) impliesthat the area of M(0) is smaller than that of any



Große-Brauckmann: Gyroids of Constant Mean Curvature 39other close-by surface which encloses the same vol-ume. This makes the minimal gyroid G � Td astrict area minimizer among surfaces enclosing thesame volume. By continuity of (2.1) we obtain:
Theorem 2.2. The minimal gyroid and su�cientlyclose deformations to constant mean curvature arestrict local minima of area for their respective vol-ume fraction.Note that the volume constraint is also necessaryfor a minimal surface: only a planar surface is aminimum of area, but any other minimal surfacehas larger area than parallel surfaces close by.Thus we can �nd cmc gyroids with the Evolverby minimizing area under a volume constraint inthe torus Td. We found them down to a volumefraction of 25%. In Table 1 we give the data ob-tained for a triangulation with 1052 vertices, 3168edges, and 2112 faces. In this and all following ta-bles we choose d = 4�1=3 such that the torus Tdhas volume 1. To control the evolution we calcu-lated eigenvalues using the ritz command of theEvolver's hessian method. Clearly the gyroid canbe translated in the torus, and thus there is a three-dimensional eigenspace with eigenvalue zero. Nu-merically, this eigenvalue had modulus always lessthan 0.3. Thus the lowest nonzero eigenvalue isthe fourth one which has multiplicity 2. The sixtheigenvalue, although at the minimal surface muchlarger than the fourth and �fth eigenvalue, comesalso close to 0 when these tend to 0. This couldindicate that a bifurcation to further asymmetricsolutions occurs close by.Reducing the volume further resulted in gyroidswith fewer symmetries: necks of di�erent sizes ap-pear. Eventually they pinched o�. Likewise weobserved that the cmc P -surfaces bifurcate to lesssymmetry at a volume fraction of 34%.
Remarks 2.3. 1. Karcher pointed out that thesebifurcations could be related to the existence of aknown less symmetric P -surface with cubic lattice:the stable square catenoids on P [Gro�e-Brauck-mann andWohlgemuth 1996] have a boundary that

area volume meancurvature least nonzeroeigenvalue2.459 0.5 0.00 8.072.442 0.437 0.27 7.622.391 0.375 0.56 6.382.300 0.312 0.89 4.102.239 0.281 1.08 2.612.172 0.253 1.26 {0.04
TABLE 1. Evolution of the gyroid by area under avolume constraint in a torus of volume 1.also bounds an unstable square catenoid. Out ofthe three handles of P , two are still the same underthe symmetries of this surface; we do not know if aP surface exists in a cubic cell with all three han-dles di�erent. In any case we believe that such lesssymmetric minimal P -surfaces can also be embed-ded into a cmc family; it is unclear if this familybifurcates away from the symmetric family. Wecan imagine similar desymmetrizations for the gy-roid handles.

2. Ross's result gives an analytic reason why thetranslational symmetries automatically enforce thefull symmetry group. We also have a geometricexplanation. We expect that a change in diameterof a handle results in a change of its length. Thisprinciple is true for the Delaunay surfaces [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Polthier 1997a] and seems to begenerically true for other cmc surfaces. Thus ifnot all handles are changed the same way then thelattice must change.
3. CRITICALITY AND STABILITY FOR AREA IN

CMC FAMILIESRegarding area and volume of a compact cmc fam-ily the following simple fact is important.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose M(t) is a smooth family of sur-faces such that M(0) has constant mean curvatureH 6= 0. Then the area of M(0) is critical if andonly if the volume is critical .
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Proof. The �rst variation formula for cmc surfacesstates thatddth area(M(t)) � 2H vol(M(t))it=0 = 0: (3.1)�We want to apply this lemma to the special casethat M(t) is the family of cmc gyroids.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that the small mean cur-vature gyroids and the spheroidal gyroids are con-tained in one smooth family with nonzero meancurvature except at the minimal surface. Then areaand volume must be critical for at least one surfaceand the mean curvature is also critical for at leastone surface.
Proof. It follows from Kapouleas' work that we canconsider the spheroidal gyroids in highest order asspheres of radius p2d=4 � r (for su�ciently smallr > 0) joined with necks. These necks have bothradius and length of order O(r) so that their areais of order O(r2), and the volume is of order O(r3).But both area and volume of the spheres decreaseto �rst order in r. This means that in highest orderthe behaviour of area, volume, and mean curvatureis given by the respective quantities for the familyof spheres. In particular the cmc family containssurfaces with area and volume fraction less thanthe close-packed spheres, but larger mean curva-ture.The close-packed spheres have a volume fractionof 4(p2=4)3 � 0:185 in the torus which is less thanthe volume fraction 0:5 of the minimal gyroid G0 �Td. Thus if these two subfamilies are bridged bya smooth one-parameter family there must be asurface with critical volume in between, which, bythe previous lemma, has critical area or vanishingmean curvature. A similar continuity argumentapplies to the mean curvature. �We believe, but do not know, that the minimal gy-roid is unique in the class of cmc surfaces of genus 3with cmc gyroid symmetries. In that case the non-vanishing assumption on the mean curvature in the

proposition could be replaced by a symmetry as-sumption.We want to relate the existence of a surface withcritical area and volume to stability properties ofthe family. Weaker than stability in the torus is torequire stability on a smaller domain:
Definition 3.3. We call a cmc surface r-stable if itis v.p. stable with respect to variations respectingthe (full) symmetry group of the surface.When R3 is divided by such a symmetry group, ingeneral an orbifold results, and r-stability is thestability of the surface in this orbifold. Note thatfor the gyroid the orbifold does not allow transla-tions any more, and thus a gyroid can be strictlyr-stable. Since the Evolver does not (yet) allow usto invoke rotational symmetries we could not teston r-stability numerically. In any case we have thefollowing mathematical facts.
Theorem 3.4. (i) The cmc gyroids are strictly r-stable in a neighbourhood of the minimal gyroid .(ii) Close to the gyroid close-packed spheres thespheroidal cmc gyroids are r-unstable.(iii) A cmc gyroid which is critical for both areaand volume (in the cmc symmetric class) is notstrictly r-stable.A similar theorem holds for the P and D surface.Presumably, it applies to many more cmc surfacefamilies obtained from minimal surfaces.
Proof. The �rst statement is a special case of Ross'sTheorem 2.1.To prove the second statement we consider ablow up of the spheroidal gyroids as follows. Eachhandle has a shortest closed geodesic. We rescalethe surfaces such that the length of this geodesic isone. If we position the cmc gyroids such that thegeodesics are always contained in a unit ball, thenby the work of Kapouleas a subsequence smoothlyconverges to a catenoid with waist circumferenceone.As we shall see in Lemma 3.5 below, the catenoidis not stable for area under a volume constraint.



Große-Brauckmann: Gyroids of Constant Mean Curvature 41The instability arises from a rotationally symmet-ric eigenfunction with a negative eigenvalue. Thiseigenfunction respects all the cmc gyroid symme-tries. Thus the gyroid neck with symmetries isasymptotically unstable. By the smooth conver-gence, cmc gyroids close to the gyroid sphere limitare unstable.The third statement follows from the fact thatthe one-parameter family at this surface gives riseto a nontrivial variation which preserves the vol-ume. Hence the surface cannot be strictly stable.�
Lemma 3.5. The catenoid is not volume preserv-ing stable among (compactly supported) variationswhich respect all its symmetries.
Proof. This follows from the instability of the De-launay surfaces proved by Athanassenas [1987]. Wesketch a more explicit proof. The catenoid is a sur-face of revolution, obtained by rotating a graphr(z) about the z-axis. A variation r(t; z) withr(0; z) = r(z) which is symmetric in �z obviouslyrespects the catenoid symmetries. It is well-knownthat the catenoid is unstable for area alone, andthus there is a (symmetric) variation that decreasesarea in �rst order. This variation changes the en-closed volume, but we can compensate for it withan arbitrary small change of area when we moveout far enough to in�nity. To see this, note thatthe area of a surface of revolution is 2� R rp1 + r02whereas the volume is � R r2 (integration over acompact z-interval). This variation can be takenwith compact support disjoint to the area decreas-ing variation. �It follows from the lemma that none of Kapouleas'surfaces is stable for its symmetry group.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE GYROID USING

THE ENERGY
R

(H� H0)2We obtained a maximal continuous family of con-stant mean curvature gyroids using the energyZ (H �H0)2;

where we prescribedH0 suitably. In this section wedescribe the geometry of the cmc gyroid family, inthe next our Evolver settings, and thereafter wegive a more technical description of the evolution.Our main result is that the simplest situationallowed by Proposition 3.2 occurs: up to � thereis only one surface critical for area and volume,and also only one with critical mean curvature. Asimilar statement holds for the �ve surfaces studiedby Anderson [1990].
Experimental Result 4.1. There is a maximal contin-uous one-parameter family G = �(G) of embeddedtriply periodic surfaces, called cmc gyroids, withlattice �d and the cmc gyroid symmetry group.The family includes the gyroids of Theorem 1.4.It contains two �-related least-area surfaces whichalso have extremal volume, and two �-related sur-faces with maximal jHj. The family is not closed,and has two degenerate endpoints given by the two�-related gyroid close-packed spheres.In Table 2 we give data obtained for a triangula-tion with 764 vertices, 2304 edges, and 1536 faces;for the last three rows we had to re�ne this tri-angulation. We add in italics values for two exactsurfaces: these are the minimal surface (using thatthe P surface contained in a unit cube has area2.3451 [Anderson et al. 1990, p. 361]) and the gy-roid close-packed spheres.Like Anderson [1990] we did not study the familyin between the maximal mean curvature surfaceand the gyroid close-packed spheres too well; seeSection 6F. In Figure 3 we give plots of our datain a format similar to the plots in [Anderson et al.1990]. In the plots we extended the half-family wecomputed to the entire family by the involution � ofProposition 1.5. Note that the slope of the area tovolume graph is exactly twice the mean curvature.Indeed, on closed intervals we can parameterize thefamily by its volume as vol(M(t)) = t + const. IfH(t) is the mean curvature of M(t) then the �rstvariation formula (3.1) implies the claimdds [area(M(s))]t = 2H(t):



42 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1area relativearea volume meancurvature2.4537 1 0.5 0 exact minimal gyroid2.461 1.002 0.497 0 see Figure 2 and Figure 4, top left2.378 0.969 0.362 0.632.186 0.891 0.256 1.271.979 0.807 0.188 1.84 see Figure 1 and Figure 4, top right1.742 0.710 0.134 2.541.415 0.577 0.080 3.811.298 0.529 0.066 4.441.200 0.489 0.056 5.29 least area and volume: see Figure 4, bottom left1.350 0.550 0.069 5.52 maximal mean curvature1.453 0.592 0.079 5.40 see Figure 4, bottom right2.494 1.016 0.185 4.48 gyroid close-packed spheres
TABLE 2. The one-parameter family of cmc gyroids in a torus of volume 1.Geometrically it seems that the minimal gyroidshrinks to cmc gyroids which look much like tubesabout the skeletal graph S+ around a volume frac-tion of a �fth. After that, necks shrink into thetube at the middle of the edges of S+. When theminimum in area and volume is reached the sur-faces look like a union of thickened equilateral tri-

angles (lying in the tangent plane of S+ at V+).These triangles thicken further to spheres on theway to the gyroid close-packed spheres while theconnecting necks shrink. In Figure 4 we displaycmc gyroids for four di�erent volume fractions.We return to the stability discussion of the pre-vious section. Theorem 3.4 implies that the arc

0 0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 10:51
1:52
2:5area

least area
minimalsurface

least area
gyroidclose-packedspheres gyroidclose-packedspheres

volume fraction 0 0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1�4�2
02
4meancurvature

minimalsurface
gyroidclose-packedspheres

gyroidclose-packedspheresvolume fraction
FIGURE 3. Area, volume, and mean curvature of the cmc gyroid family, in a torus of volume 1. The meancurvature is normalized to equal 1 for the unit sphere. Bumpy spots reect insu�cient data; see Section 6F.
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FIGURE 4. Fundamental domains for gyroids with di�erent volume fractions. Top left: The minimal gyroid(volume fraction 50%). Top right: A cmc gyroid with volume fraction 18.75%, which looks much like tubesabout the skeletal graph. Bottom left: The least-area cmc gyroid, which also has the smallest volume fraction5.6% in our cmc family. Bottom right: A spheroidal cmc gyroid with volume fraction 7.9%.



44 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1of the cmc gyroids containing the minimal gyroidcan at most be r-stable up to the least-area sur-face. We believe that r-stability is lost exactly atthis surface.
Conjecture 4.2. The cmc gyroid family is strictly r-stable for area under a volume constraint from theminimal surface up to the least-area surface.A similar conjecture can be made for all surfaces towhich Theorem 3.4 applies, in particular P and D.For those two surfaces further evidence to the con-jecture is given by the fact that no bifurcation tosurfaces with the same symmetry can occur in be-tween the minimal and the extremal surface; thisresult follows with the methods of [Gro�e-Brauck-mann 1993]. This evidence is not conclusive, how-ever, since a possible zero eigenvalue in betweenthe minimal and the least-area surface could cor-respond to a nonintegrable Jacobi �eld.
Remark 4.3. Physically it is interesting to studyfamilies of minimizers with gyroid symmetries forother energies, such as the squared mean curvatureintegral W (M) = RM H2(x) under a volume con-straint; compare [Hsu et al. 1992]. Among the De-launay surfaces the cylinder is likely to be favouredby W (for given volume per period, say). Thetube-like surfaces in our cmc gyroid family are thebest analogue to the cylinder since apparently theirGauss curvature is distributed in the most uniformway among the family. Thus it is reasonable to ex-pect these surfaces to be close to minimizers of W .Indeed, evolution underW of the cmc gyroid with18.75% volume fraction resulted in an almost un-changed surface with area 1.975 and energy 6.62(in a triangulation with 6624 faces). Further ex-periments would be interesting and could lead to amore precise conjecture for the Delaunay surfaces.
5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR

R
(H� H0)

2The evolution with R (H�H0)2 gives cmc surfaceswhich need not be stable for area under a volumeconstraint. We have to pay for this gain with slowerconvergence and problems with degeneracies. Thus

the energy R (H �H0)2 should be only used whenthe evolution by area under a volume constraintfails. Note that the area is computed by integrating�rst derivatives, whereas for the mean curvature Hsecond order derivatives must be calculated.We hope that the following remarks togetherwith the Evolver manual [Brakke 1994] make itpossible to reproduce our results.We started the Evolver in its \quantities" ver-sion with evolver -q. The discrete form of theenergy R (H �H0)2 is calculated in the Evolver asfollows. A vertex v has a star of triangles aroundit with area Av. The gradient with respect to theposition of the vertex in space gives a force Fv =�rAv. The gradient Nv of the volume spannedby the star at v is a quantity similar to area timesthe normal at the vertex. For reasons explained in[Brakke 1994, x 7.3.9] a numerically well-behavedde�nition of the mean curvature at v isHv = 32 jFv j2Nv � Fv ;where Nv is the volume gradient of the star. Thismean curvature is e�ected with normal curvatureon. Thus the discrete energy is the sum of the ver-tex energies weighted with their area contribution,E = Xvertices v�32 jFvj2Nv � Fv �H0�2 Av3 :It is active withquantity star_nh2 energy global_methodstar_normal_sq_mean_curvaturein the input �le header. The o�set H0 in meancurvature, which is our free parameter for the cmcgyroid family, is speci�ed by the parameter h zerodeclared in the input �le, and changed interactivelyusing the Evolver's A command.In order to have the area displayed, we setdefault_area_modulus := 1but avoided having it contribute to the energy func-tional with set facet tension 0. We also de-sired the Evolver to display the volume using the



Große-Brauckmann: Gyroids of Constant Mean Curvature 45v command. Since the volume calculation of theEvolver via the divergence theorem is ambiguousin a 3-torus by integer multiples of a sixth of thetorus volume it is necessary to state the actual vol-ume in the input data �le up to a su�ciently smallerror. The volume is included in the data �le afterthe body; in order to have the Evolver not con-sider this a constraint, unset body target (orthe b command with parameter 0) must be de-clared. Note that by the same token an iterationstep should never change the volume by more thana sixth of the torus volume.Brakke wrote a hessian routine for the star nh2energy in the course of our experiments. At presentit can only be used for surfaces without bound-ary. We invoked the toggle hessian normal onto restrict the hessian to normal motions. Thehessian works for su�ciently small energies (ordero(10�7)) reliably, and quickly reduces the energyfurther. Having check increase on it is worthtrying the hessian for larger energy levels too, asit moves the surface in one step as much as per-haps only thousands of standard gradient steps do.This results very often in a considerable geometri-cal change of the surface, even if the energy doesnot drop much. Note that in a gradient step in-formation does not spread further than one trian-gle, whereas the second order methods solve theequation all at once. The same applies to thesaddle command which we also used occasionally.Problems of the hessian with large data �les wereavoided by ysmp off.Evolution by the star nh2 energy is rather sen-sitive to the quality of the triangulation. An eventriangulation is easily produced by the Evolver'sw, u, l, t commands, followed by a smoothing V.This worked well from the minimal to the least-area cmc gyroid. For the surfaces with small necks,however, the triangulation needs to be re�ned atregions of high Gauss curvature (compare Figure 4,lower right). Too coarse triangulations seem to de-teriorate. To re�ne the necks we carefully iteratedthe commands n, u, K, followed by some V's; if nec-essary we invoked the t command to make sure the

edge lengths would not vary by more than a factorof 10.
6. TECHNICALITIES OF THE EVOLUTION

6A. Initial Surfaces and Gyroid FoamThe vertices V+ of one skeletal graph form a sub-set of the face centred cubic (fcc) lattice whichhas order 4 in the body-centred cubic (bcc) lat-tice �d of the gyroid. To see this, it is convenientto translate V+ by (d=4; d=4; d=4). All translatedvertices sit on the midpoints of the edges and in thecentres of the smaller cubes; that is, they form asubset of an fcc lattice with respect to the smallercubes. A consequence is that the Voronoi cells ofthe fcc lattice, rhombic dodecahedra, can be usedas an initial surface for evolution: rhombic dodec-ahedra placed at the vertices of one skeletal graphtouch three other rhombic dodecahedra, and pop-ping the faces in common results in a polyhedralsurface with cmc gyroid symmetries.A more convenient way to obtain an initial sur-face is Voronoi Cell Solver (vcs) written by J. Sul-livan [1992]. The eight Voronoi cells of V+[V� are17-faced polyhedra, with 2 hexagons, 12 quadrilat-erals, and 3 decagons; see [Schoen 1970, Fig. II-2a].With the vcs program faces can be popped. Whenwe pop the twelve decagons an initial surface withminimal gyroid symmetries results. We would liketo mention that the relaxed Voronoi cells form agyroid foam that is far from optimal in regard tocell area: the gyroid cell (normalized to unit vol-ume) has area 5.665, whereas Kelvin has 5.306 andWeaire{Phelan 5.288 (data courtesy of J. Sullivan,personal communication).
6B. Bifurcation PointsIn Section 2 we mentioned the existence of a bi-furcation at about a volume fraction of 25%. Foran evolution using R (H � H0)2 this bifurcationalso appeared and led to the undesired arc of sur-faces with less rotational symmetry. Although theEvolver does not allow us to enforce the full sym-metry group directly, the following achieves the



46 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1area volume meancurvature1.199589 0.056435 5.2831.199568 0.056433 5.2891.199566 0.056432 5.2921.199570 0.056433 5.296
TABLE 3. The third row gives data for the least-areagyroid, and the remaining rows for gyroids nearby.same e�ect. With a coarse triangulation we ad-justedH0 step by step to pass the bifurcation point.Since our initial surface has the cmc gyroid sym-metries its evolution is also symmetric. Hence onlyadded numerical inaccuracies lead from a symmet-ric initial surface to an asymmetric evolution. Oncepast the bifurcation point, re�nement did not causeany problems. In particular we did not encounterany further bifurcations.We remark that with a too coarse evolution thediscrete surfaces evolve into a family with mono-tone area and volume, so that there is no spheroidalarc. Thus some re�nement is necessary to producethe qualitative behaviour of the smooth case.

6C. The Least-Area GyroidThe Evolver's hessian provides a fast method totrace a minimizer upon variations of a functional.Here we are interested in determining minimizersof the energy E = EH0 upon variations of the con-stant H0. Suppose that a surface M(H0) mini-mizes EH0 for some value H0, in the sense thatEH0 � 10�7. Then there is an " > 0 such that thesame surface still has energy EH0+" < 10�7. Thusthe hessian can be invoked for the energy EH0+".It will quickly reduce energy further and producea new minimizer M(H0 + "). This procedure can

be iterated as long as the triangulation does notdeteriorate. Even though one needs to work withsmall steps in H0, this is much more e�cient thanto work with standard gradient steps.We used this method to determine the least-area gyroid, which is illustrated in Figure 4, lowerleft. Table 3 indicates that as in the smooth case(Proposition 3.2) the same polyhedral cmc gyroidattains least area and extremal volume providedthe combinatorial type is left unchanged.
6D. Size of ErrorThe hessian steps described in the last subsec-tion allow one to determine the discrete cmc gy-roid with least area precisely. However, the resultdepends on the triangulation chosen. To judge howsigni�cant our data are for the smooth case we needto estimate the error arising from discretisation.As an example we studied the e�ect of re�nementfor the least-area gyroid, Table 4 gives the result.The �rst row of the table represents a triangula-tion of the �neness of Table 2, the last row the �ne-ness used for Table 3. Another test for our resultsis the minimal surface: Area and volume of ourevolved minimal surface with prescribed mean cur-vature 0 deviate from the \exact" �gures by 0.3%(see Table 2).Although we cannot give precise error estimates,we think that the data for area and volume in theTable 2 are no more than 1% apart from the val-ues for smooth surfaces. Certainly the Evolver canhandle a triangulation as �ne as Anderson's tri-angulation of 38000 faces, but to trace an entireone-parameter family becomes time-consuming.In Table 4 we show two �gures that we considersigni�cant for the quality of a triangulation: thearea volume #vertices #edges #faces dihedralangle lengthquotient1.207 0.05642 764 2304 1536 43 1.71.203 0.05664 2530 7602 5068 23 2.31.200 0.05643 4955 14919 9946 15 2.1

TABLE 4. The e�ect of re�nement for a �xed mean curvature H = 5:289.



Große-Brauckmann: Gyroids of Constant Mean Curvature 47maximal dihedral angle between two adjacent tri-angles, and the maximum quotient of edge lengthsoccurring in a triangle. The latter �gure indicateshow much the worst triangle in the triangulationdeviates from being equilateral.
6E. Maximal Mean CurvatureSince we used the mean curvature as a parameterthe determination of the maximum in mean cur-vature needs to be explained. On increasing H0we eventually reached a value for which the en-ergy did not approach 0 any more. We interpretedthis to be the maximal mean curvature in the fam-ily. To follow the family further we prescribed aslightly larger volume with b for a few iterationsteps. Then we resumed the standard mode with asomewhat smaller prescribed mean curvature. Theresult were surfaces with larger area and volumethan before, so that we would follow the familyon the arc towards the spheroidal gyroids. Thisdetermination of the maximum of mean curvaturein the family seems to be more dependent on thetriangulation (and hence less precise) than the de-termination of least area and volume.

FIGURE 5. A cmc gyroid with one extra bubble.

6F. The Spheroidal GyroidsFollowing the family to the gyroid close-packedspheres is complicated for two reasons: small necksrequire very small triangles and cause numericalproblems, and the energy does not vary much be-tween surfaces of very di�erent areas and volumes.This made convergence rather slow. Also, we couldnot prescribe large changes in H0 as it seemedthe evolution did not �nd a close-by cmc surfaceany more. This problem appeared in surfaces withnonzero stationary energy levels. We believe it ispossible to follow the spheroidal gyroids further;since the sphere limit is well-understood theoreti-cally we accepted the gap between our last surfacein Table 2 and the gyroid close-packed spheres.
7. ALL CMC GYROIDSAs Figure 5 shows there are more cmc gyroids thanjust those described in our Experimental Result4.1. The depicted surface has area 0.69, a volumefraction of only 1.56%, and mean curvature 12.7(in a triangulation with 11528 faces). This surfacecould be called a gyroid with one extra bubble (onthe edges of the skeletal graph); we want describein this section that we similarly expect cmc gyroidswith any number n 2 N of bubbles on the edges.By a cmc gyroid we mean a triply periodic sur-face with lattice �d, genus 3 in the torus R3=�d,and invariant under the cmc gyroid symmetries.We also assume embeddedness in the slightly gen-eralized form of almost embeddedness (see [Gro�e-Brauckmann and Kusner 1996] for a de�nition).All such cmc gyroids obtained with the method of[Kapouleas 1990] can be described as follows.
Theorem 7.1. For each integer n 2 N0 there existcmc gyroids with mean curvature in the intervalp2 (2n + 2)=d < �H < p2 (2n + 2)=d + " forsome "(n) > 0. The degenerate limit for H !�p2 (2n+2)=d are Kapouleas spheres: a union of6n+ 4 spheres of radius 12p2 d=(2n+ 2) such thatthere are n+2 centres of spheres equally spaced on



48 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 1each edge of the skeletal graph S�, with the outer-most centres contained in V�.According to Kapouleas (personal communication)a proof of continuity for these families could beworked out. At the Kapouleas spheres the familiesstop naturally, but we think they can be extendedover the other end up to another degenerate sur-face, which is again a union of spheres. More pre-cisely, from similar cases [Gro�e-Brauckmann 1993]we expect the following maximal continuous fami-lies (which include Kapouleas' surfaces).
Conjecture 7.2.All cmc gyroids are given by a count-able union of continuous one-parameter familiesG�n , n 2 N, as well as the family G from our Ex-perimental Result 4.1. The families with di�erentsuperscript � di�er by the involution �, so that�(G�n ) = G�n . The two degenerate endpoints of eachfamily G�n are given by a union of spheres: oneare the 6n + 4 Kapouleas spheres of the previoustheorem, and the other the 6n noidal spheres of ra-dius 12p2 d=2n, with n centres on each edge of theskeletal graph S�.For the noidal spheres the outermost spheres onthe edges touch exactly in the vertices of V�. Theterm noidal refers to the character of the triplejunction: a suitable blow-up at V� of the surfacesclose to the spheres converges to minimal trinoids(minimal surfaces with three catenoid ends in di-hedral symmetry).Note that if a Kapouleas gyroid with mean cur-vature H is contained in G+n then its involutive im-age with mean curvature �H is in a di�erent con-nected component of the moduli space, namely inG�n . Only the family G of our Experimental Re-sult 4.1 is invariant under the involution �; thegeometric reason for this di�erence is that start-ing with gyroid close-packed spheres (Kapouleasspheres for n = 0), there are no spheres left for it toend in noidal spheres. Instead G contains the min-imal gyroid, and continuous with the �-symmetricarc to reach the other gyroid close-packed spheres.

How do we expect volume and area to behave onthe families?
Conjecture 7.3. Each family G�n contains one sur-face with least area and least enclosed volume, italso contains one surface with maximal jHj. Fur-thermore, for n!1 each sequence Mn 2 G�n con-verges in Hausdor� distance to the skeletal graphS�. In particular area(Mn) and vol(Mn) convergeto 0.The evidence for this conjecture is a reasoning sim-ilar to the proof of Proposition 3.2: area and en-closed volume at the spherical endpoints of thefamily are larger than that of cmc surfaces closeby. A critical point for the area must occur, whichby Lemma 3.1 is expected to be critical for thevolume too. Similarly for the mean curvature. Onthe assumption that the minimum in mean curva-ture of each family G�n converges to in�nity withn!1 the statement for the sequence Mn followsfrom the tubular enclosure theorem and the areabounds given in [Korevaar and Kusner 1993].We would like to conclude our paper with somesuggestions for experimental work. It would be in-teresting to understand the bifurcation mentionedin Section 2. Moreover it can be asked if furtherbifurcations exist and what they lead to. It mightalso be possible to get some understanding of theclass of all cmc surfaces of genus 3 in Td. Weexpect this class to be rather large since Meeks[1990] constructs a sequence of embedded minimalsurfaces with genus 3 in some �xed torus with un-bounded area. To make the geometry of Meeks'surfaces more concrete would be another worth-while project; not to mention their possible cmcdeformations.
Remark 7.4. Currently we study deformations ofcmc surfaces with triple junctions [Gro�e-Brauck-mann and Kusner 1996; Gro�e-Brauckmann andPolthier 1997b]. The surprising result of that workis that bubbles can be generated or deleted on theedges of the skeletal graph if we allow their anglesat the triple junctions to vary. Fixing H = 1 this



Große-Brauckmann: Gyroids of Constant Mean Curvature 49means that the length of the edges is at our disposi-tion if the lattice (or the torus) is not �xed in sucha deformation. Thus it seems that there is greatfreedom for deformation in the class of triply peri-odic cmc surfaces; it may be that all cmc surfacesof genus 3 are contained in one connected compo-nent of the respective moduli space. To summarizelet us distinguish two cases: when symmetries areimposed, there are di�erent connected componentsof the moduli space, characterized by the numberof bubbles on the edges (Conjecture 7.2); however,without any symmetry assumptions there might bejust one such component. The in-between case ofonly translational symmetries seems especially in-teresting; we expect a discrete set of set of surfacesfor prescribed H.
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